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Abstract
Objectives: To increase the data transmission between the nodes and
decrease the latency in data transmission between the nodes than the
traditional routingmethods.Methods: A novelmethodology is being proposed
to increase the success rate of real-time transmission by competitively utilizing
high-quality links included in different paths in real-time multi-path routing.
That is, if a packet that arrives first in one path is copied and delivered to
another path immediately, each path competitively delivers the packet in real-
time, which has the effect of delivering the packet through a virtual real-time
optimal path composed only of high-quality links can be obtained through
this, the proposed method can provide a higher success rate for real-time
transmission than the existing methods in an environment where link quality
is variable. To achieve this goal, the proposed method consists of 1) multi-path
configurationmethod, 2) bridge node selectionmethod, and 3) contention real-
time transmission method. Findings: Performance evaluation is performed by
comparing and analyzing the experimental results of Equal-Cost Multi-Path
Routing (ECMP) and PMMR (Partitioning Multi-constrained Multipath Routing)
among the existingmulti-pathmethods and various conditions of the proposed
method. The proposed method obtains three results according to the latency
(0, 0.05, and 0.1) of the bridge node, and independent multi-path transmission
allows each path to follow a single-path routing method. Novelty : The
performance of data transmission between nodes is increased and reduced
the latency time by the Proposed Contention Transmission Routing Algorithm
(PCTRA) when compared to ECMP and PMMR.
Keywords:Wireless Sensor Networks; Internet of Things; Multipath Routing
Protocol; Real Time Routing; High Speed Data Transmission
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1 Introduction
A wireless sensor network is a network composed of a large number of small sensor nodes with sensing and communication
functions. Wireless sensor networks applied to different application fields generate and collect data in various ways depending
on the purpose of the application (1). That is, in the wireless sensor network, the routing performance measured must be treated
as important but it may be different depending on the type of information One of the main studies to improve this performance
is real-time routing and another performance metric is the reliability of data delivery (2). One of the major studies for this is
called multipath routing.

However, (3) sensor nodes with limited processing power, energy and variable characteristics of the wireless transmis-
sion/reception environment make it very difficult to acquire such network status information in real time. In other words, (4) it
is difficult to guarantee the reliability and accuracy of the collected information in a constantly changing wireless environment
as well as extreme energy consumption to collect all state information of a network composed of numerous sensor nodes.

Fig 1. (a) Existing Routing Scheme, (b) Proposed Multipath Routing Scheme

Figure 1 (a) shows an example, the actual latency of each path can vary continuously due to the dynamic radio environment.
In this paper, contention multiplicity is used to increase the probability of real-time data transmission in a wireless sensor
network in a dynamic environment by utilizing broadcasting and over-hearing, one of the great features of wireless sensor
networks. We propose a routing protocol, in that the proposed method selects a bridge node between two adjacent paths. The
bridge node overhears the data transmission of two adjacent paths, stores the data that arrives first among the two paths, and
transfers it to the other path if necessary. The forwarding node (5) that has received the data from the bridge node immediately
resumes data transmission through the path it belongs to, and then ignores duplicate data transmitted from the previous
forwarding node on the path. As a result, the contention data transmission algorithm of these bridge nodes makes it possible
to obtain the effect of constructing a virtual optimal real-time path composed only of sections with a short delay time. Figure 1
(b) conceptually shows a virtual multipath constructed through a bridge node. Even if the link quality of each path changes due
to the dynamic wireless environment, the proposed method can be adapted to andmaintain the optimal virtual path composed
of excellent links among multipath. Subsequent performance evaluation shows that the proposed method can increase the
probability of satisfying real-time performance even when the real-time requirements are stricter or the network variability is
high (6,7).
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1.1 Background Study

Previous studies (1–3) , propose a two-factor authentication protocol for wireless sensor networks based on elliptic curve
encryption, which realizes user, sensor and mutual network authentication among the gateways.The two-factor authentication
scheme for wireless sensor networks proposed by Vaidya et al. (8) only uses a simple hash function and XOR function for
encryption. In (9,10), proposed a smart card-based wireless sensor network authentication protocol, which realized the user
and sensor authentication of nodes. In (5), proposes two-factor authentication protocols for wireless sensor networks applied in
smart medical care, which couldguarantee the doctors to get reliable user data from the sensors.

Zhang (6) proposed a secure and efficient remote authentication protocol for wireless sensor networks. Compared with
biometric features, Bio hash has obvious functional advantages and can greatly improve the accuracy of biometric identification.
Chen et al. (7) proposed a lightweight verifiable group authentication scheme for the internet of things. Multi-factor-based
authentication can provide high security. In this scheme, after the authentication is successful, the user can directly connect
to the desired sensor node for communication. Das et al. (11) proposed a three-factor user authentication protocol for wireless
sensor networks, the protocol uses a hash function and symmetric key encryption. Fang et al. (12) found a two-factor user
authentication protocol for layered wireless sensor networks and proposed an improved authentication protocol. Guo et
al. (13) proposed a review on privacy protection of medical and health big data, which utilizes hybrid cryptography, including
symmetric encryption and certificate-less public key encryption algorithms. Nodes with limited resources are only included
in the lightweight symmetric encryption algorithm, and their other devices perform certificate less public key encryption.
This protocol is suitable for the interaction between remote users and resource-constrained sensor nodes in smart medical
certification.

2 Methodology
The existing real-time data transmissionmethods in the wireless sensor network havemade an effort (soft real-time) to increase
the success probability of real-time data transmission through a probabilistic or heuristic approach.They transmit real-time data
by selecting a path that satisfies the required peer to peer delay time from among several data transmission path candidates
through path search. However, (9) as mentioned, if the corresponding route no longer satisfies the required delay time due
to a change in the network state, another route must be searched again. Real-time multipath routing transmits data through
multiple paths at the same time, and if any one of them succeeds in data transmission within the required delay time, real-time
transmission succeeds (10). Therefore, it is possible to increase the success probability of real-time data transmission compared
to themethod using a single path, which is an effectivemethod in a wireless sensor network where it is very difficult tomaintain
a path that guarantees the required delay time. However, the existing real-time multi-path routing method has a limitation in
that each path is used independently. In other words, (5) even if a path that can satisfy the currently required delay time exists
in the network, real-time data transmission may fail if all links of the corresponding path do not satisfy it.

The purpose of the proposed method is to increase the success rate of real-time transmission by competitively utilizing
high-quality links included in different paths in real-time multi-path routing. That is, if a packet that arrives first in one path
is copied and delivered to another path immediately, each path competitively delivers the packet in real time, which has the
effect of delivering the packet through a virtual real-time optimal path composed only of high-quality links can be obtained
through this, the proposed method can provide a higher success rate for real-time transmission than the existing methods in
an environment where link quality is variable.

To achieve this goal, the proposedmethod consists of 1) multi-path configurationmethod, 2) bridge node selectionmethod,
and 3) contention real-time transmission method. Each item will be described in detail in this chapter.

2.1 Multipath Configuration

Multipath routing transmits packets simultaneously throughmultiple paths, and since the source and sink are the same in packet
delivery of each path, each path tends to be configured in a similar form. Therefore, collisions and congestion may occur due
to interference between the paths. In the case of real-time transmission, such collisions and congestion can be fatal flaws due to
packet delivery failures and delays for retransmission. Even if the link quality of each path changes due to the dynamic wireless
environment, the proposed method can adapt immediately and maintain the optimal virtual path composed of excellent links
among multipath.
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2.2 Bridge Node Selection

The bridge node plays a role in restoring data transmission or supporting fast data transmission by utilizing the multi-path
structure. To this end, it monitors neighboring paths and plays a role of relaying packets for contention communication between
the paths. For smooth packet relay, the node with the best link quality with the forwarding nodes of each path should be selected
as the bridge node.

The detailed explanation of the bridge node selection process is as follows.The bridge node selects themost efficient recovery
transmission node among the candidate nodes located between the two paths. For this, a bridge node between the neighboring
paths is first selected from among themulti-paths. Andwhen the number ofmultipath is three ormore, a bridge node is selected
from the newly created additional paths. For example, if there are 3 paths, number 2 located in the middle in 1-2-3 selects both
bridging nodes, and if the number of paths is 4, then 2 and 4, if there are 5, 2, Steps 4 and 5 select bridging nodes. The order
of selection of bridging nodes is that among the forwarding nodes in the path that selects bridged nodes, the forwarding node
immediately adjacent to the sink first selects its own bridged node, and all forwarding nodes on the same path located in the
source direction are not selected. It sequentially selects its own bridging nodes from the non-candidate bridging nodes.

2.3 Contention Real-Time Delivery

As mentioned above, contention real-time transmission is achieved by transferring data packets received from one path to the
other path by a bridge node that monitors two adjacent paths. Figure 2 shows the packet forwarding process of the bridge node.
In Figure 2, Pi denotes the ith path, PMi j denotes the jth member node of Pi, and the source is PS0 for all paths Pi.

Fig 2. An example of data transmission using contention multipath

Since the bridge node has received both PREP and OPREP, it is adjacent to member nodes belonging to at least two different
paths. For example, in Figure 2, if the bridge node forwards the data packet received from PM12, which is the forwarding node
of route P1, to route P2, the bridge node passes through the neighboring route contention transmission can be performed by
forwarding packets to PM22 and PM23, which are members of P2. In this case, since member PM23 is closer to the sink than
PM22, it is more advantageous for PM23 to forward the packet for real-time transmission. As a result, the bridge node sends
a packet to PM23. If PM22 detects data transmission of PM23, it discards the packet, and if not, it transmits data to the next
forwarding node.This is because, basically, the selected bridge nodes recognize the forwarding nodes of neighboring multipath
through the bridge node selection process and store their information. Therefore, it is possible to distinguish the source of the
received (overhearing) packet in the data transmission process.

In the Proposed Contention Transmission Routing Algorithm (PCTRA), the transmission waiting time T is calculated in
the following way. First, as in real-time transmission, the minimum value of the delivery waiting time to minimize the peer to
peer delay time of a packet is set to 0 as T_min. On the other hand, T_max, the maximum value of the transfer waiting time is
the maximum delay time that can satisfy the peer to peer delay time required by the application, and can be calculated through
the same formula as Equation (1).

T− max = T−desired −T−passed −T−expected (1)
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The three factors considered in Equation (1) above are as follows. - T_desired: packet request delay time, T_passed: The time
spent transmitting the data packet received by each bridge node, T_expected: Expected delay for a packet to reach its destination
via another path

By using the contention transmission method of the proposed method, the network operator can balance energy
consumption and real-time improvement by appropriately selecting the required delay time of packets according to the type of
data.

3 Results and Discussion
In this chapter, we conduct experiments in various environments to evaluate the performance of the proposed method and
describe the analysis results. The basic settings of the experimental environment are shown in Table 1. Performance evaluation
is performed by comparing and analyzing the experimental results of ECMP (6) and PMMR (7) among the existing multi-path
methods and various conditions of the proposed method using the measures packet delivery ratio, energy consumption, and
delay. The evaluation items are as follows.

Table 1. Simulation Environment and Default Settings
Parameters Values
Network size 500m x 500m
Number of Sensors 1000
Node Placement Random Rectangle
Number of Sources 1
Number of Destination 1
Distance from Source to Destination 250m
Radio range 30m (omnidirectional)
Number of Packets 100
Number of Paths 3
Average of Hop Delay Random Propagation Delay Model
Node Failure Model Random Propagation Loss Model
Number of Simulations 100

In all experiments, the proposed method obtains three results according to the latency (0, 0.05, 0.1) of the bridge node,
and independent multi-path transmission allows each path to follow a single path routing method. Performance analysis is
calculated by obtaining the results.

3.1 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) according to request timeout

In the basic experimental environment, the average one-hop transmission time is 1ms. Therefore, when the path length is 10
hops, the appropriate request timeout is 10ms. Based on this, Figure 3 shows the results obtained by performing the experiment
on the environment in which the required time limit is changed from 7.3ms to 8.2ms. In Figure 3, the existing multi-path
transmission method shows the lowest data transmission success rate. On the other hand, the proposed method shows that the
shorter the waiting time, the better the data transfer success rate. Also, when the request timeout is less than 10ms, which is the
average delay time between peer to peer, the data transfer success rate rapidly decreases as the request timeout decreases. You
can check what you did. Through this, the proposed method can support routing that can effectively support delay-sensitive
applications by setting an appropriate waiting time according to the reliability of the request in the application that requires a
request timeout lower than the average delay time between the ends.

Table 2. Comparison of PCTRA with ECMP and PMMR
Methods Average Packet Delivery

Ratio7.3 to 8.2
Average Power Consumed10
to 19

Average of Peer-to-Peer
Delay0.15 to 0.6

PCTRA 96.4 1600 9.32
PCTRA with latency 0.1 70 1075 9.96
PCTRA with latency 0.05 78.8 975 10.01

Continued on next page
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Table 2 continued
ECMP 76.3 885 10.27
PMMR 70.1 785 10.23

The Table 2 is plotted based on average packet delivery ratio ranging from 7.3 to 8.2, average power consumed from 10 to
19 and average peer to peer delay from 0.15 to 0.6 and the data is plotted in Figure 3.

Fig 3. Packet delivery ratio by expected deadline

From the Figure 3 it is clear that the packet delivery ratio of PCTRA, PCTRA with latency 0.1, PCTRA with latency 0.05
performed better than ECMP and PMMR with the help of the virtual network even with latency PCTRA performed better,
Because ECMP and PMMR are affected by external dynamic environment.

3.2 Power consumption according to peer to peer hop count change

In this experiment, in order to analyze the change in power consumption according to the distance between the ends, the
experiment was performed in an environment where the number of hops in the path was changed from 5 to 15 hops. As a result
of this, it can be seen in Figure 4 that power consumption increases in proportion to the distance because the number of data
transmission increases as the distance between the ends increases in all routing methods. In particular, among the proposed
schemes, the gradient of change in total energy consumption of the emergency transmission scheme is larger than that of other
schemes. In the emergency transmission mode, as soon as the bridging nodes receive a data packet, it forwards the packet to
another path, providing a high transmission success rate, while the bridging nodes increase their routing participation, resulting
in increased power consumption. Also, analyzing the results of this experiment, it can be confirmed that the longer the waiting
time of the bridge node in the proposed method, the gentler the slope of the power consumption. The reason for this result
is that the longer the waiting time for the bridge node to determine the failure, the longer the transmission due to delayed
transmission in multipath routing.

Fig 4. Total power consumed in peer to peer count
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3.3 Peer to peer average delay time according to hop delay deviation

This experiment was conducted to compare the difference in the average propagation delay time between the ends of the
multipath according to the change in the delay time deviation of single-hop transmission. In Figure 5, it can be seen that
for all routing methods, the average peer to peer propagation delay time decreases as the hop delay deviation increases. This is
a phenomenon that does not occur in single-path routing, and shows the characteristics of routing using multiple paths. The
peer to peer average delay time of ECMP and PMMR has the smallest decrease due to the increase in the deviation of the hop
delay time. This is because the greater the deviation of the hop delay time, the higher the probability of existence of links with
significantly higher hop delay time than the average delay time.

Fig 5. Average peer to peer delay by delay variation

4 Conclusion
This study has proposed a real-time multi-path routing protocol that guarantees real-time transmission of data using a multi-
path contention transmissionmethod and reflects application needs.The proposedmethod provides real-time routing through
multipath cooperation by constructing a wireless separated multipath and selecting a bridge node to support contention
transmission between the separated multipaths. In addition, the proposed method can provide performance which is suitable
for various environments and applications by setting flexible delivery latency that can provide both timeliness of real-time
routing and transmission reliability at the same time. Virtual network is established and the restrictions due to external dynamic
environment is reduced to a large degree. This was verified through performance evaluation by comparing and analyzing three
results according to different waiting times of the existingmulti-path routingmethods and the proposedmethod by performing
experiments in various environments. In future research, we plan to improve the proposed method by conducting additional
research to set flexible waiting time for contention transmission and to reduce unnecessary relaying.
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